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Abstract
This paper addresses the key problems that emerge when
one attempts to use transient resources to reduce the cost of
running time-constrained jobs in the cloud. Previous works
fail to address these problems and are either not able to offer significant savings or miss termination deadlines. First,
the fact that transient resources can be evicted, requiring
the job to be re-started (even if not from scratch) may lead
provisioning policies to fall-back to expensive on-demand
configurations more often than desirable, or even to miss
deadlines. Second, when a job is restarted, the new configuration can be different from the previous, which might make
eviction recovery costly, e.g., transferring the state of graph
data between the old and new configurations. We present
Hourglass, a system that addresses these issues by combining two novel techniques: a slack-aware provisioning strategy
that selects configurations considering the remaining time
before the job’s termination deadline, and a fast reload mechanism to quickly recover from evictions. By switching to
an on-demand configuration when (but only if) the target
deadline is at risk of not being met, we are able to obtain
significant cost savings while always meeting the deadlines.
Our results show that, unlike previous work, Hourglass is
able to significantly reduce the operating costs in the order
of 60 − 70% while guaranteeing that deadlines are met.
CCS Concepts • Information systems → Graph-based
database models; • Computer systems organization →
Cloud computing;
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1

Introduction

The analysis of data modeled as graphs is increasingly relevant in many domains [21, 33, 47] and has driven the emergence of many specialized graph processing frameworks [4,
12, 15–17, 25, 27, 30, 32, 39, 48]. A key feature of many
graph processing tasks is that they do not perform a “oneshot” computation. Instead, the dynamic nature of the target
graphs [7, 23] often requires a recurrent analysis to keep
results up-to-date [33]. Therefore, the cost of operating a
recurring graph processing infrastructure over long periods
of time can quickly become prohibitive, due to the continued
use of a large number of resources. For example, based on
the performance numbers and experimental setup reported
by G-miner (a state-of-the-art graph mining system [11]), to
allocate resources to perform a recurrent community detection computation [40] on a billion edges graph would cost
on Amazon EC2 [1] more than 93K dollars per year.
Transient resources—resources with transient availability offered at a discounted price—present an opportunity
to reduce such operational costs. For instance, running the
same system as above on Amazon spot-instances costs approximately 13K dollars per year, resulting in a 86% cost
reduction.1 Unfortunately, transient resources can be unexpectedly revoked. This makes the provisioning of recurring
graph processing tasks - that need to be executed periodically
over a snapshot - very challenging: in order to avoid violating
bounds on information staleness, and to ensure that the system is able to keep pace with the desired analysis frequency,
it is crucial to guarantee that the analysis on a given snapshot
terminates before the next one starts being processed. Given
that evictions are not rare and that (re)starting a computation
on spot-instances incurs significant delays [28] even when
the interval between consecutive executions is not too tight,
meeting execution time constraints becomes very hard.
1 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/pricing/

This creates a dilemma: simple solutions that ensure termination within an execution deadline fail to provide the desired
cost savings while solutions that only attempt to reduce costs
often miss the deadlines [19, 34, 38].
In this paper, we present Hourglass, a resource provisioning engine for graph processing that breaks this dilemma by
offering substantial costs savings while ensuring that tasks
meet their execution deadlines. Hourglass integrates two
novel mechanisms:
1. A slack-aware provisioning strategy, that exploits the
use of transient resources to reduce operational costs.
It exploits the temporal slack available between the
next deadline and the minimum time necessary to process the current task, to prioritize safer or riskier provisioning strategies, such that termination deadlines
are met.
2. A fast reload strategy that allows to quickly re-partition
the graph when new deployment configurations are
selected: it combines an offline micro-partitioning technique that reduces the graph to a smaller graph by
partitioning it into many small partitions, with an online micro-partition clustering policy that can quickly
cluster these small partitions into a configuration tailored for the current deployment. We show that this
strategy offers results that approximate the quality of
offline partitioners, while avoiding the costs of precomputing a priori the partitioning for every possible
configuration that may be selected in runtime.
We have built a prototype of Hourglass that integrates
with the Amazon Web Services (AWS) ecosystem. Our prototype uses a custom version of Apache Giraph [4] (§7). We
have experimented with three graph benchmarks: Graph
Coloring (GC), PageRank, and Single-Source Shortest Paths
(SSSP). Our results show that, unlike previous work, Hourglass is able to significantly reduce the operating costs in
the order of 60 − 70% while guaranteeing that deadlines are
met.2

2

The Practical Effect of the Dilemma

This section motivates our work. First, we illustrate our
dilemma: previous state-of-the-art provisioning approaches,
that only attempt to reduce costs with no concern for timing constraints, do miss deadlines; and naive adaptations of
these approaches to ensure timely termination come short of
providing the desired cost savings. Second, we illustrate the
benefits of combining different mechanisms in Hourglass
in order to break the dilemma.
To illustrate our point, we show results obtained when
running a GC job [31] over a Twitter dataset [22] on transient resources, using Giraph [4] as the underlying graph
processing system. The job can use multiple deployment
2 Provided

that our assumptions regarding the performance model used
hold. See §5 for further details.
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Figure 1. Cost and percentage of missed deadlines for an
eager resource provisioning strategy and Hourglass.
configurations, each composed of a different number and
type of machines. If executed using the fastest configuration, the job requires 4 hours to execute. In other available
configurations it can take up to 10 hours. These are the observed execution times without the occurrence of evictions
which further delay the job completion. Suppose that the
computation needs to be re-executed 4 times a day, i.e, every
6 hours. This allows for a slack of 2 hours where one can use
cheaper but slower configurations and still tolerate evictions
(assuming the best configuration is selected as the last-resort
configuration).
We measured, for this scenario, the costs and probability of
missing deadlines obtained using different provisioning approaches. To this end, and as in previous works [18, 19, 34, 35,
38], we use a public price trace of Amazon spot-instances [44]
to simulate the execution of this job with real observed instance costs and eviction patterns (as it will be explained
later, all simulations use values that have been extracted
from real deployments). The sequence of deployments used
in response to evictions or planned reconfigurations is selected by each of the provisioning strategies. We report the
average cost obtained from executing the job over different
randomly selected starting points in the trace (about 2000
simulations per strategy), while using the different provisioning strategies (the values are normalized with regard to
the cost of running the job with on-demand resources). More
details about the deployment configurations, price traces,
fault-tolerance mechanisms, and partitioning strategies used,
are given in §8.
Figure 1 shows the costs (y-axis) and the percentage of
missed deadlines (numbers on top of each bar) for different
provisioning strategies. The two leftmost bars illustrate the
practical effect of our dilemma. The first bar (eager) shows
the cost reductions obtained by using an eager strategy, similar to that of SpotOn [38], to acquire transient resources.
This strategy chooses the deployment that reduces a cost per
unit of work metric and is able to achieve an average cost reduction of 63%. However, this strategy missed the deadline in
79% of the runs, even with a 2 hours slack. The Hourglass

Hourglass
Naive bar shows the results of a naive approach to meet
deadlines while using transient resources. This strategy uses
first SpotOn and then reverts to on-demand instances once
the time to reach the deadline becomes too short to tolerate
further evictions. This approach is able to meet all deadlines
but the cost savings drop to only 23% as, most of the times,
the system has to fall back to on-demand resources before
any substantial progress has been achieved.
The remaining bars of Figure 1 represent the following
strategies: “Hourglass Slack-Aware” shows the effect of first
applying our slack-aware provisioning strategy; and “Hourglass Slack-Aware + Fast Reload” shows the effect of adding
the fast reload strategy to the equation. The slack-aware strategy, by itself, is able to achieve 43% cost reductions while
missing no deadlines. By adding the fast reload mechanism,
Hourglass is able to meet the timely constraints of the application with a cost reduction of 63%, the same as the eager
strategy but without missing any deadline.

3

Background and Related Work

In this section, we briefly cover related work and highlight
the main limitations of previous solutions.
3.1

Leveraging Transient Resources

A substantial number of techniques have been recently proposed to allow the usage of transient resources for different
types of jobs in the cloud, such as SpotOn [38], Flint [34],
SpotCheck [35], Proteus [19], or Tributary [18]. Most of
these systems have been designed for applications that are
substantially different from graph processing, and use techniques to recover from evictions that are not efficient in
our context. SpotCheck [35], for instance, proposes a derivative cloud platform on the spot market that relies on
VM migration mechanisms. However, these are intended for
single machine applications as they lack coordination and
have a limited state size that can be efficiently handled [38].
Also, most of these systems use greedy cost selection policies [19, 34, 38] that select the deployment that is expected
to reduce the cost per unit of work at the provisioning moment. As we show in §8, these strategies are not a good fit
for time-constrained jobs as they do not take the application
timeliness into consideration, leading to missed deadlines
and sub-optimal provisioning choices.
Some approaches (e.g. [18, 34, 38]) rely on over-provisioning (i.e., they use more transient machines than necessary)
and explore eviction correlation metrics to provide bounds
on latency SLOs. Although they succeed in mitigating the
effect of a single eviction, their increased resource usage
limits the potential cost reductions in the cases where (a few)
evictions may be tolerated. Also, these solutions may end
up spreading machines across different markets (to reduce
eviction correlation), that may be geographically distant,
a strategy that has a negative impact on graph processing
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jobs, that require frequent communication and coordination
among workers [27].
3.2

Graph Processing

The relevance of graph processing has spurred the development of frameworks that are specifically tailored to the
characteristics of these jobs. Two main approaches have been
followed in the literature. One relies on hardware/software
architectures that allow to process large graphs in a single
machine. The other relies on distributed deployments, based
on multiple machines with standard configurations. A notable example of the former approach is Mosaic [26] that, using fast storage media and massively parallel co-processors,
is able to process a trillion-edge graph in a single machine.
This indicates that with a sufficient powerful machine one
can match, or outperform, distributed solutions. However,
not all users have access to specialized hardware and the
size of graphs is growing fast (for instance, the number of
Facebook users has been reported to grow from 1.39B in
2014 [13] to more than 2B in 2017), which makes distributed
solutions relevant.
A key issue that must be addressed to make distributed
solutions effective is the fact that graph processing applications are iterative and require exchange of information
among workers at the end of each iteration. Pregel [27] was
one of the first graph processing systems, followed by several
other systems such as [4, 15, 16, 30, 39]. These introduce optimizations such as: (i) partitioning the state of large vertices
across several partitions [30]; (ii) asynchronous execution
models [15, 16]; (iii) models centered in edges to better distribute work among workers for scale-free graphs [15]; and
(iv) subgraph abstractions to bypass message passing overhead in local partitions [39].
Particularly relevant for the design of Hourglass is the
fact that graph partitioning and loading, a task that needs to
be executed whenever a new deployment configuration is
selected, can consume a non-negligible amount of time. Also,
in most cases, intelligent partitioning techniques [15, 20]
significantly reduce the computational time [30, 39]. Unfortunately, previous graph partitioning schemes, such as
METIS [20], are computationally slow and have been designed to be run only once, before graph processing starts.
However, when using transient resources, the graph may
need to be (re-)partitioned often due to evictions. Hourglass includes a novel partitioning and loading strategy that
addresses these concerns.

4

Hourglass

We now provide an overview of Hourglass, a resource provisioning engine for time-constrained graph processing jobs
that execute in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platforms.
Hourglass has two primary concerns: (i) minimizing the
operational cost of executing the target graph processing
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Figure 2. Hourglass overview.
job; and (ii) enforcing user specified temporal constraints.
Figure 2 depicts a high level view of Hourglass and of its
operational environment. The system is composed of two
main components, a Resource Provisioner and a Partitioner.
In a typical run, the execution flow is as follows:
1. The graph to be processed is first partitioned offline and
stored in a persistent datastore [6, 36].

In this section, we describe the slack-aware provisioning
strategy used by Hourglass. The goal of this strategy is to
choose a deployment configuration that: (i) ensures that the
job can complete before the deadline, even if evictions occur
when transient resources are used; and (ii) minimizes the
expected cost of running the job through completion.
Intuitively, our approach rests on two key observations:
there is a deadline to execute each job, and there is a lastresort configuration that is able to complete the job before
the deadline elapses (see Figure 3). The difference between
the available time (given by the deadline) and the time required to execute the rest of the job using the last-resort
configuration is denoted the slack-time. We exploit the slacktime available to make progress in the job using transient
resources and thus reduce costs. If at any time during the
execution of the job we run out of slack, we switch to the
last-resort configuration to ensure that the job can be completed within the deadline. Note that depending on the slack
available we might never need to switch and thus run the
job to completion using exclusively transient resources.
We start by describing the system model, then we define
precisely the optimization criteria that our strategy aims at
achieving. Finally we describe a heuristic to find an approximate solution efficiently.
5.1

2. Hourglass selects the deployment configuration (transient or on-demand) to be used for the processing task using
a slack-aware resource provisioning strategy (§5). This strategy aims at reducing the expected cost of running the job,
while taking into consideration its temporal restrictions. The
algorithm is fed with: (i) a model for estimating the performance of a given deployment configuration; (ii) a model
for estimating the eviction probability of a given type of
machine; and (iii) the current resource market prices.
3. When the requested machines are ready, the target graph
processing system is deployed and, in turn, loads the graph
data from the datastore. This step benefits from a novel micropartitioning technique (§6) that significantly reduces the
system’s booting time, which is key to achieve greater cost
reductions when leveraging transient resources, as we later
show.
4. After loading the graph, the system executes until either
an eviction occurs or it stops to checkpoint its progress. In
the former case, the provisioner selects a new deployment
to continue the job execution. In the latter case, if there is
still work to perform, the provisioner decides if it is better to
change or to keep the current deployment. Re-configuration
may be required due to changes in the transient market prices
or to comply with the application timely requirements. In
any case, the system cycles between step 2 and 4 until the
job completes.

Slack-Aware Provisioning Strategy

System Model

In this subsection, we introduce a number of concepts, terminology, and definitions that will be used to describe the
Hourglass provisioning strategy. These are summarized in
Table 1 and presented with greater detail in the following
paragraphs.
On-demand and Transient Resources. We assume that
the cloud providers offer two classes of resources, namely
on-demand resources (D) and transient resources (T). Ondemand resources are typically more expensive but are assumed to be reliable. Transient resources are cheaper but
can be revoked without notice.
Deployment Configurations. Cloud providers have an extensive offer of different types of machines, which have distinct hardware characteristics and sizes. A deployment configuration c is a set of machines where the graph processing
job can be executed. A configuration is characterized by the
number and type of machines that are selected. We assume
the set of possible configurations, denoted C, to be known a
priori. We distinguish the set CT of configurations that include transient resources from the set C D of configurations
that use only on-demand resources (C = CT ∪ C D ).
Performance Model. In order to select the right deployment configuration, Hourglass makes use of a performance
c
model that can provide an estimate of the time tex
ec required
to run the job in a given configuration c ∈ C. How the

Hourglass
C
c
tex
ec
tboot
c
tload
c
tsave
t fc ix ed
lrc
tdeadl ine
slack(t)
ωc
c
tckpt
useful(c, t)
expected_progress(c, t)
EC(t, w)|c
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Set of all deployment configurations
Estimated time configuration c takes to execute the target job
Estimated time for the cloud provider to boot the requested machines
Estimated time configuration c takes to load the target graph dataset
Estimated time configuration c takes to checkpoint the current job state
Estimated time configuration c takes to boot, load the target graph and checkpoint the
current job state
The last-resort configuration, which is the fastest on-demand configuration
The temporal deadline to finish a given job
Time between the deadline and the time necessary to complete the job in the fastest on-demand
configuration started at time t
The normalized capacity of configuration c
Optimal checkpoint frequency of configuration c
Computation time left at time t for configuration c to execute
Expected job progress if configuration c is selected to execute at time t and no eviction happens
Expected cost of running the remaining work w at time t when c is selected
Table 1. Notation.

model is constructed is orthogonal to the contributions of
this paper. There is currently extensive research on methods
for efficiently building performance models for the cloud
(e.g. [8, 43]). In Hourglass we make the following approximation to make the problem of finding the best deployment
tractable: we assume that the work progresses at uniform
c
pace during the job execution. Say tex
ec is the time required
to execute the job on configuration c; our assumption is that
c
by time tex
ec /2 half of the work has been done. The performance model must also provide an estimate of the time
c
it takes to load the graph to memory (denoted tload
) and
c
of the time to checkpoint the progress (denoted tsave
, see
discussion on checkpointing below).
Last-Resort Configuration. We denote as the Last-Resort
Configuration (lrc ∈ C D ) the on-demand configuration that
can complete the graph processing job in the smallest amount
lrc . Whenever possible, the provisioning strategy
of time, tex
ec
avoids using the last-resort configuration and, instead, attempts to use transient resources.
Deadline and Slack. We assume an existing temporal deadline to finish the graph processing job (denoted tdeadline ).
l r c + t lrc
lr c
Naturally, we must have tboot + tload
ex ec + t save ≤
tdeadl ine , where tboot is the time necessary to boot machines,
measured as the elapsed time since a resource request is issued and the time the resource is ready to use. We denote the
fixed costs of booting the lrc machines, loading the graph,
l r c + t lr c .
and storing it to safe storage as t fl rixc ed = tboot + tload
save
The available slack is therefore the difference between the
deadline and the time necessary to complete the job in the
last-resort configuration, which is given by the sum of the
fixed time and the variable time to finish the current job.
More formally, at time t, with w(t) ∈ [0, 1] representing the

percentage of the work left to be completed, and horizon(t) =
tdeadline − t the time left to the deadline, the available slack
at that time t (depicted in Figure 3) is given by:
lrc
slack(t) = horizon(t) − t flrixc ed − w(t) ∗ tex
ec

Normalized Capacity. To assess the performance of a given
configuration c, we often compare its performance with
the performance of the last-resort configuration. We denote ωc the normalized capacity of configuration c, i.e. ωc =
lrc /t c
tex
ec ex ec .
Eviction Model. Hourglass also needs to estimate how
likely are transient resources to be revoked. This is provided
by an eviction model. Although most cloud providers do not
disclose information regarding the probability of eviction of
a given resource, an eviction model can be constructed based
on empirical evidence by studying the behavior of different
resources, in different time periods and availability zones.
A number of eviction models have been constructed in this
way [18, 19, 28, 34, 38, 45]. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the eviction model provides a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the probability of being revoked
before reaching a certain uptime. This offers a good tradeoff
between complexity [18] and tractability [19, 34, 38].
Cost. The cost per unit of time of a configuration c (cost c )
is simply the price charged by the service provider at the
provisioning moment.
Checkpoint Interval. Given that transient resources can be
evicted, we require a mechanism to avoid losing all progress
done upon an eviction. Most graph processing systems [4, 11,
15, 16, 25, 27, 30, 39] rely on checkpointing to achieve fault
tolerance and, therefore, we leverage this mechanism. The
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5.2

Figure 3. Available slack at time t and respective useful
compute interval available for a configuration c.
c
optimal checkpointing interval, denoted tckpt
, is dependent
on the configuration c selected, because different configurations make progress at different pace and there is a minimum
amount of progress that is worth being checkpointed. Like
previous work [34], we rely on the result presented in [14]
to select the checkpointing interval: it computes the optimal checkpointing frequency using the time necessary to
c
checkpoint (tsave
) and the mean time to fail (MTTF). For
configuration c, the optimal checkpoint frequency is:
c
tckpt
=

p

c
2 ∗ tsave
∗ MTTFc

Useful Interval. We define useful(c, t) as the time left (counting from instant t) before the computation on c is stopped
either because: the job finishes, the slack is over, or a checkpoint of the application state needs to be performed. Please
note that when a new configuration is selected to replace
an existing one, the maximum execution time available bec
comes slack(t) − t fc ix ed instead of just slack(t) − tsave
. To
avoid cluttering the notation, we do not further distinguish
these two cases (the implementation accurately considers
both cases). The useful interval for deployment c at time t
(also depicted in Figure 3) is therefore given by:
c
c
c
useful(c, t) = min(w(t) ∗ tex
ec , slack(t) − t f ix ed , tckpt )

Progress. When the job runs uninterrupted for a period in
a given configuration, it makes some progress. We define
expected_progress(c, t) as the work that will be performed
during the next useful interval if no evictions occur, i.e.:
expected_progress(c, t) =

ωc ∗ useful(c, t)
lrc
tex
ec

Thus, if at a given time t i the work that remains to be perc
formed is w(t i ), at time t i+1 = t i + useful(c, t i ) + tsave
we
i+1
expect w(t ) to be:

w(t

i+1

(
w(t i ) − expected_progress(c, t i ), if no evictions
)=
w(t i ),
otherwise

Provisioning Criteria

With the definitions above, we can now define precisely the
optimization criteria that our provision strategy should satisfy. When the strategy is invoked, it is fed with the current
time (t) and the amount of work that remains to be done (w).
The deployment strategy attempts to make progress using
transient resources if this strategy is viable; otherwise, it
terminates the job using on-demand resources. The choice
of a configuration c to be used depends on the Expected Cost
of executing the remainder of the job starting from that configuration, denoted EC(t, w)|c. Therefore, the expected cost
of finishing the current job at time t, denoted EC(t, w), is the
expected cost of cbest that satisfies:
EC(t, w)|cbest ≤ EC(t, w)|c i : ∀c i ∈ C
The expected cost of running work w at time t when c is
selected to execute next is provided by:


0,




 ∞,

EC(t, w)|c =
c
c

cost c · (w · tex

ec + t save ),


cost T (c, t, w),


if w = 0
if fails deadline
if c ∈ C D
if c ∈ CT

The first and second cases correspond to the stop conditions, i.e., when the work has finished and when the current
deployment is no longer able to be selected without compromising the job deadlines, respectively. By construction, the
last-resort configuration never falls in the second branch and
we always have at least one deployment able to be selected.
The third and fourth cases are used when the selected configurations are either on-demand or transient and do not match
any of the above cases. For configurations with transient
resources, the expected cost is computed recursively. Let
Pec (t) be the probability of any of the transient resources of
configuration c being evicted at time t, Fec (t) the respective
c
c
CDF function and tint
= useful(c, t) + tsave
the total time
configuration c will be executing until it is able to checkpoint
progress, the expected cost of c is:
c
cost T (c, t, w) = Fec (t + tint
) ∗ cost fTail (c, t, w)+
c
T
(1 − Fec (t + tint
)) ∗ costsuccess
(c, t, w)

In this formula, the cost is calculated as the sum between
the follow-up cost in case of failing before checkpointing
T
(cost fTail ) and in case of succeeding to do so (costsuccess
),
weighted by the probability of each event occurring. In both
cases, we compute the follow-up cost recursively with the
respective time and work left to be finished. In particular,
the follow-up cost in case of failure is calculated as:

Hourglass
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cost fTail (c, t, w)
∫

c
t +t int

t

=

Pec (x)
c
c ) − Fe (t) · (cost · x + EC(t + x, w)) dx
Fec (t + tint
c

This cost is given by the integral of the follow-up costs
in case of failing in each possible moment before completing the useful computation time, therefore no progress is
achieved, weighted by its probability. In case of succeeding to
checkpoint, the follow-up cost is also computed recursively
as:

have to re-deploy the system frequently due to evictions.
Given that the number of machines across deployments may
vary, the system may be forced to re-partition the graph such
that a new partitioning—more suitable for a newly selected
configuration—is computed.
Next, we describe why the current graph partitioning
and loading approaches are not suitable for Hourglass.
Then, we describe a novel strategy, which combines a micropartitioning (aka over-sharding) and a clustering technique,
that circumvents the limitations of previous work.
6.1

T
costsuccess
(c, t, w) =
c
c
cost c · tint
+ EC(t + tint
, w − expected_progress(c, t))

5.3

Approximating EC Efficiently

As explained before, Hourglass takes provisioning decisions
in key moments of the job execution. One relevant aspect is
the time necessary to reach a decision. The system should be
able to reach good decisions at key moments of execution (for
instance, after evictions occur) without requiring the entire
system to stop for a significant amount of time. One could
consider computing the provisioning decisions ahead of time
in an offline manner. However, the provisioning policy takes
into consideration parameters that are only known to the
system at run time (e.g. current market prices, exact moment
in which evictions occur, etc.).
Since EC needs to be computed online, it needs to be computed fast. However, computing EC by solving the integral of
cost fTail , which requires an approximation by a finite sum, is
prohibitively slow for any reasonable discretization of time
(we illustrate this in §8). Therefore, we now propose the
following simplifications to approximate cost T efficiently.
We assume that, if a configuration is not evicted, it remains
in use for consecutive checkpointing intervals, assumption
supported by empirical evidence that deployment reconfigurations not due to evictions are rare. Under this assumption,
T
the expected follow-up cost in case of success (costsuccess
)
is only computed recursively for the current configuration
rather than for all possible configurations. Additionally, the
follow-up cost in case of failure (cost fTail ) is only computed at
the MTTF of a given configuration rather than for all instants
between the beginning and end of the computation.

6

Fast Reload

Distributed graph processing systems are characterized by an
initial phase in which the target graph is first partitioned and
then loaded by the workers (machines) before starting the
execution phase. Typically, the partitioning is based on the
number of machines that will be available during execution
phase. This step may be costly when chasing high-quality
partitionings but its cost is amortized as it is only executed
once. Nevertheless, when using transient resources, one may

Limitations of Current Strategies

Previous work can be grouped into three main classes: strategies that assign vertices to partitions based on hashing [27];
strategies that create graph partitions offline using some
optimization criteria that improves the execution phase online (for example, METIS [20]); and strategies that perform
the graph partitioning during loading time using streambased approaches [37, 41], which usually also follow some
intelligent partitioning strategy. All these approaches offer
a trade-off between partitioning time and partition quality,
which makes them well suited for graph processing jobs with
different characteristics. Nevertheless, all strategies have limitations whose impact is more significant when applied to
our dynamic context and that we must address in order to
efficiently leverage the available slack time.
Partitioning Phase. All approaches partition the graph
based on the number of worker machines that are available
in the execution phase. In our dynamic setting, this translates
into possibly having to re-partition the target graph every
time the system changes to a new configuration. When using
hashing, this has no impact because there is no partitioning
phase. The partitioning step is implicitly hidden behind the
hash function that translates vertices into partitions (usually
the modulus of an integer vertex id and the target number
of partitions). On the other hand, when using offline and
stream-based partitioners, which seek partitionings of better
quality,3 this is specially problematic because they require
increased partitioning times. If we increase the partitioning
time (by executing it multiple times for different deployment
configurations) we are not only increasing the overall job
cost but also further reducing the situations in which it is
worth using one of these approaches instead of hashing,
therefore also reducing potential cost benefits.
Loading Phase. When hash and offline partitioners are used,
the loading of the graph can be parallelized by assigning different graph chunks to all machines available [4]. These
machines read and parse the data into in-memory entities
(vertices or edges) that are then forwarded over the network
3 Good-quality

partitionings are those that minimize the number of edges
between vertices belonging to different partitions, as this implies communication among machines during the execution phase, which affects
performance negatively.
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Figure 4. Micro partition generation process and subsequent partitioning steps. First the original graph is partitioned into the
desired number of micro partitions (step 1) and reduced (step 2) offline. The reduced graph is then partitioned online (step 3)
instead of the original graph. Finally, the vertices of the reduced graph are then mapped to the micro-partitions of the original
graph (step 4).
to the workers to which they were assigned in the partitioning phase. As we will show in §8, the exchange of data
over the network during the loading phase has a significant
impact in the overall time needed to perform such a task. In
the best case scenario, workers only load graph entities that
are assigned to them, therefore avoiding the exchange of
data over the network. One could achieve this by storing the
graph in the same order in which it was partitioned such that
workers could be assigned chunks that only contain their
assigned data. However, if we happen to change the deployment configuration, therefore requiring a new partitioning
phase, the data of a single partition would be again scattered,
falling back to the first scenario. Regarding stream-based partitioners [37, 41], these often use a centralized partitioning
logic that requires a single machine to load the entire graph
dataset, thus preventing potential performance benefits that
can be achieved by allowing a parallel loading of the graph.
6.2 Hourglass Partitioner
The Hourglass partitioner avoids the limitations of previous approaches thanks to a novel hierarchical approach
that combines both offline and online steps, as illustrated
in Figure 4. Offline, Hourglass partitions the graph based
on a micro-partitioning strategy. Online, the system merges
and creates partitions that fit the target deployment configuration needs. This way, the system avoids the need to
perform a new partitioning phase every time a new configuration is selected. Still, when clustering micro-partitions,
one must seek to preserve the partition quality obtained if
running the baseline partitioner from scratch for the target
deployment configuration. This is achieved by our clustering policy, which is used in the online phase to select which
micro-partitions to merge. The following paragraphs give
additional details regarding the offline and online steps.
Micro Partitioner. In the offline phase, the graph is partitioned in micro-partitions by using any state-of-the-art partitioning scheme. In the current prototype, we allow the user
to decide between using METIS [20], FENNEL’s [41] onepass streaming algorithm, and the standard hash partitioning
algorithm [27]. The choice of the partitioning algorithm depends on the size and properties of the target graph (results
for different approaches are discussed in §8). Nevertheless,

our approach does not preclude the use of other partitioners,
tailored for a specific graph. A key design issue is to decide
how many micro-partitions to create. Hourglass selects
the number of micro-partitions as the least common multiple
of the number of worker machines used by configurations
in C. This ensures that, whatever configuration is selected
in run-time, it is possible to generate equally-sized clusters,
which favours a balanced work among workers.
Clustering. One key observation is that micro-partitions
can also be represented as a graph: there is an edge between
two micro-partitions if there is one or more edges among
the vertices of these micro-partitions; the weight of the edge
between the two micro-partitions is the number of edges that
cross the border between them. Logically, the offline step
reduces the original graph to another graph, that is orders
of magnitude smaller. By creating a micro-partitions graph,
as depicted in Figure 4, the problem of clustering can be
modelled recursively as a partitioning problem. We rely on
METIS to solve the recursive problem formulation and find
an optimal clustering of micro-partitions to macro-partitions
that are suitable for a given configuration We chose METIS
because it provides good results and, for the problem sizes
we used in our evaluation, we were able to obtain a solution
in few milliseconds. Nevertheless, Hourglass is independent of METIS and any other partioner could be used. As
we will show in §8, our clustering policy is able to adapt
the micro-partitions (created in a single partitioning step)
to multiple partitioning solutions with very reduced quality degradation. Additionally, due to this micro-partitioning
strategy, we are also able to attain parallel recovery [42, 46],
a powerful recovery property that makes eviction recovery
more efficient by allowing Hourglass to paralellize the loading step after an eviction, without worker communication.
This is possible because graph data remains partitioned in
the same way across different configurations, only micro
partitions are assigned to different workers that can load
them in parallel and independently.

7

Implementation

Our prototype is integrated with the AWS ecosystem but
it could be easily extended to support other providers. It

Hourglass
consists of 3k lines of Java code. We have selected the widely
used Apache Giraph [4] (version 1.2.0) as our graph processing engine. We opted to use Giraph for several reasons. First,
it is one of the few solutions publicly available. Second, it has
been widely used and its performance has been reported in
several works. Finally, and most importantly, its source code
is also available; by using Giraph, we can illustrate our contributions without risking to have the results polluted by our
own (potentially flawed) implementations of other systems.
Giraph runs on top of Hadoop [5], therefore we decided to
integrate Hourglass with the Amazon Elastic MapReduce
service [2] (release 5.11.1) that provides an AWS optimized
version of Hadoop. We have also modified the checkpointing
mechanism of Giraph such that it reads/stores checkpoints
from/to Amazon S3 [3], a highly available cloud storage service, rather than to the underlying distributed filesystem.
This allows a recovery from a full system failure that may
occur due to evictions. Regarding spot-instance requests,
which require a bidding price representing the maximum
price one is willing to pay for a given machine (not the actual
paid price), we simply bid the on-demand price. Although
previous work has given special focus on how to place the
ideal bid [18, 19], recent changes in the spot-instances pricing model4 turned the submitted bid irrelevant to determine
when spot-instances are terminated. This effect has been
confirmed empirically by recent work [28].
Regarding micro-partitions, we have modified Giraph to
perform the graph reduction step (§6) while the graph is
being first loaded, with a few seconds overhead. From the
three supported partitioning approaches, only METIS requires an offline step to generate micro-partitions. When
FENNEL is used, micro-partitions are generated in the first
loading phase. For hashing, micro-partitions are also created
during the first loading phase by assigning chunks of the
graph dataset (e.g. file blocks from the target storage system)
to workers that load them and become owners of all the
vertices in the assigned file blocks. In this setting the system
benefits from a loading step that is parallelized across workers and requires no communication to exchange out-of-place
data. Independently of the partitioning approach used, after micro-partitions are created, any subsequent load of the
graph is done in parallel and without coordination among
workers. Also, there is no need for an additional online partitioning phase, even if a different deployment configuration
is selected.

8

Evaluation

In this section, we first evaluate Hourglass as a whole,
comparing it with state-of-the-art approaches in §8.2, and
then study the impact of each individual contribution in the
subsequent sections.
4 https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/new-amazon-ec2-spot-pricing/
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Human-Gene [29]
Hollywood [29]
Orkut [24]
Wiki [29]
Twitter [22]
RMAT-N [10]

# Vertices
22 283
1 069 126
3 072 626
5 115 915
52 579 678
2N

# Edges
12 323 680
56 306 653
117 185 083
104 591 689
1 614 106 187
2N +4

Network Type
Biological
Collaboration
Social
Web Pages
Social
Synthetic

Table 2. Graph datasets.

8.1

Experimental Setup

Similarly to previous works, we resort to both real deployments on Amazon EC2 and simulations [18, 19, 34, 35, 38, 45].
Simulations are used for long running experiments, that aim
at assessing cost savings over long periods of time and that
would be impractical and costly to perform in a real deployment. All the simulations are fed with parameters, such as
application execution times, extracted from real deployments.
Simulations use a price trace from the Amazon’s us-east-1
region on November 2016 [44]. Thus, when running the simulation, both the changes in prices and the evictions that
result from these changes follow exactly what would happen
if Hourglass was executed in that period of time. Using this
methodology, the experiments can be reproduced and allow
us to compare the different strategies under exactly the same
conditions. Additionally, a trace from October 2016 was used
to derive the historical statistics, such as eviction probabilities and average market prices per instance type, necessary
in the provisioning decisions of the tested approaches.
Graph Datasets. Table 2 describes the graph datasets used
in the experiments. We use a mix of real world graphs from
different domains and synthetic datasets with different scale
parameters.
Graph Applications. We use the following applications in
our evaluation: SSSP, which calculates the distance from all
vertices to a single source vertex; PageRank [9], which estimates the relevance of each vertex based on the existing
connections (edges); and GC, that assigns the least possible
number of colors to vertices such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color, following the approach proposed
in [31]. These applications are representative of typical graph
processing jobs that can go from a few minutes (SSSP) to
hours (GC).
Instance Types. We consider a total of 9 deployment configurations where each uses a single type of machine from
the “memory optimized” family and either all resources are
transient or none. The use of homogeneous deployments
is justified by the fact that Giraph adopts a synchronous
execution model, therefore (i) the execution inevitably halts
if some resources are evicted, even when some resources are
still available, and (ii) no gains are achieved by having machines that make computational progress at different rates.
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More precisely, we use r4.2xlarge, r4.4xlarge, and r4.8xlarge
instances in deployments that have a total of 16, 8 and 4
worker machines.
Simulation Parameters. To build an accurate simulation,
we first identified the key parameters that affect the system
which include, among others, the time to boot machines,
the time to read/store data from/to the external storage, and
the execution time of each of the tested graph processing
applications across the different graph datasets and in each
of the possible deployments considered. We then performed
the actual deployment of each configuration and measured
each parameter. These measurements are used to calibrate
the simulator.
8.2

Overall Performance and Comparison with the
State-of-the-Art

We start by assessing the number of missed deadlines and the
cost reductions achieved by Hourglass. For this purpose,
we executed different graph processing jobs on Amazon
using Hourglass, and compared it to two state-of-the-art
provisioners, namely Proteus [19], and SpotOn [38], which
we integrate in our prototype.
Proteus, greedily selects the deployment expected to reduce the cost per unit of work produced at each moment.
SpotOn, which is also targeting batching systems, chooses
between: (i) using a single transient deployment and checkpoint the state periodically to safe storage; or (ii) replicating
the system across multiple transient deployments and avoid
the checkpoint overhead. In both cases, SpotOn uses a greedy
policy similar to the one used by Proteus. None of these provisioners attempts to satisfy deadlines. Therefore, we have
derived, implemented, and experimented a straightforward
extension to these systems that is able to enforce deadlines.
The extension, denoted deadline protection (DP) mechanism,
simply switches the deployment to use on-demand resources
once the slack available to tolerate further evictions is exhausted. The variants augmented with the DP mechanism
are identified as Proteus+DP and SpotOn+DP.
Overview of Results. Figure 5 shows the results for 30 different scenarios. We use the three graph applications SSSP,
PageRank (30 iterations), and GC, which exhibit different
execution times: 3 minutes, 20 minutes and 4 hours in the
last-resort configuration, respectively. Note that these execution times for the last-resort configuration include not only
the computation time (with checkpointing disabled) but the
time to: bootstrap the system (start Hadoop and then Giraph),
download the datasets from the external storage (S3 in our
case), load the datasets into Giraph and finally write the computation output back to the external storage after finishing
the computation. For each job we use 10 different deadlines,
which vary the slack available to finish the job from 10% to
100% of the execution time. The bars in the figure depict the
total average cost of running the jobs (including both offline
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and online phases) normalized by the cost of running them
in the on-demand baseline configuration. The baseline cost
is calculated as a single execution of the target job in the
last-resort configuration from the moment the graph dataset
starts being retrieved from the external storage until the computation output is safely stored. In the on-demand baseline
configuration, the checkpointing feature was disabled (no
overhead storing checkpoints into the external storage). The
numbers above the bars denote the percentage of runs that
missed deadlines. Therefore, lower bars represent lower costs
and smaller numbers above the bars represent less missed
deadlines (always 0 for Hourglass). The costs measured for
each strategy are the average over 2000 simulations of the
target job (with the starting moment selected at random). All
experiments have been executed using the Twitter dataset,
our largest dataset.
We first analyze the performance of the different jobs for
a given slack and later discuss the overall trend when the
slack increases. A detailed explanation of why Hourglass
achieves these results is postponed for §8.3, where we zoom
into some of these results and, with the help of additional
micro-benchmarks, provide insights on the contribution of
the different Hourglass components to the overall performance in different conditions.
Different Jobs with the Same Slack. We start by discussing
the performance of SSSP (the shortest job) with a 20% slack.
Interestingly, Hourglass offers the best cost savings. Proteus
and SpotOn also achieve large savings (but not as expressive
as Hourglass) but miss many deadlines. With the deadline
protection mechanism enabled, both systems (Proteus+DP
and SpotOn+DP) avoid missing deadlines, but they no longer
achieve cost savings. We now look at the performance of
GC (the longest job) with the same slack. In terms of cost
savings, Hourglass is slightly worse than Proteus and SpotOn. However, Hourglass avoids missing deadlines while
the latter miss the deadlines in most of the runs. In this job,
the simple DP mechanism is able to provide some savings,
but these savings are relatively modest when compared with
Hourglass. The results for PageRank (the medium duration
job) show a similar trend.
Changing the Slack. We now discuss the trends when the
available slack changes. An interesting observation is that, in
almost all scenarios, Hourglass, which never misses deadlines, is able to approximate, or even outperform, Proteus
and SpotOn, which miss the deadlines in a large fraction of
runs. Not surprisingly, the larger the slack (i.e., when more
time is available to recover from evictions), the easiest it is
to achieve savings without missing deadlines. Therefore, for
large slacks the simple DP mechanism also offers reasonable
results. However, Hourglass is able to achieve savings when
the slack is smaller, in scenarios where DP fails to be effective.
What is somehow surprising is that, even with very large
slacks, Proteus and SpotOn still miss the deadlines frequently,

Hourglass
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Figure 5. Cost reductions achieved (bars) and percentage of deadlines missed (number above the bars) by different resource
provisioners with different temporal slacks. Lower bars, with smaller numbers above them is better.
in particular in longer jobs (such as GC). This highlights the
importance of the slack-aware provisioning strategy. It is
also interesting to notice that Hourglass is able to avoid
missing deadlines without a large cost penalty. This happens
because Hourglass is still able to make significant progress
using transient resources and, when it switches to the lastresort configuration, only a small fraction of the job remains
to be executed. Thus, Hourglass only pays an additional
cost when it really needs to. Furthermore, as shown later,
our fast reload mechanism is very effective, which also helps
Hourglass to reduce costs.
Relaxing the Deadlines. Although we have always run
Hourglass such that it would never miss a deadline, the
reader might wonder what would be its behaviour if we
would configure Hourglass in a way that deadlines could
be missed (let us call this version relaxed-Hourglass). One
way of implementing relaxed-Hourglass is to setup the standard Hourglass with a target larger than the real deadline.
In this case, relaxed-Hourglass would operate using an inaccurate (larger) slack and, in face of evictions, would switch to
the on-demand configuration too late, risking missing deadlines. Thus, the performance of relaxed-Hourglass is the
same of standard Hourglass with larger slacks. As discussed
before, under this setting the relevance of the slack-aware
provisioning strategy becomes lower and most gains come
from the use of micro-partitioning.
8.3

Micro Benchmarks

We now study in more detail the contribution of the different
Hourglass mechanisms to the results of the previous section.
To this end, we resort to both a set of micro-benchmarks and
experiments that zoom in on some of the results presented
in Figure 5.

8.3.1

Effects of Fast Reload in Short Jobs

Because SSSP and PageRank are short jobs (complete in 3
and 20 minutes), it is rare to observe evictions while they
run. In this case, provisioning decisions do not play a significant role. Also, because jobs are short, it does not payoff to
use expensive data partitioning schemes. Therefore, the best
results with these systems are achieved with hashing: there
is no partitioning phase, this is implicitly hidden behind the
hash function, and the graph can be loaded in parallel. Still,
Hourglass outperforms Proteus and SpotOn. In these short
jobs, the key contributor to these results is the Hourglass’s
micro-partitioning and fast reload mechanisms, which bring
advantages even when hashing is used. In fact, as discussed
in §7, the hashing micro-partitioner is able to support the
effective parallelization of the loading step without requiring
communication among workers. This optimization significantly reduces the time necessary to load the graph, with a
visible impact on the final cost of the entire run.
To give further insights on the performance of our fastloading mechanism, we measure the loading times that different loading strategies exhibit when using different datasets
and configurations. Figure 6 shows the results. In particular,
we measure the loading time for the fast reload approach
(Micro Loader), for the Hash Loader, and for the Stream
Loader. With the Micro Loader, workers are assigned micro
partitions that are loaded in parallel. With the Hash Loader,
workers load in parallel chunks of the target graph dataset
but are required to exchange data subsequently. With the
Stream Loader, the entire graph dataset is loaded first by the
master node and then assigned to the workers. For the latter,
we report only the time necessary for the master to load
the dataset and ignore the partitioning time. In the figure,
the size of the dataset doubles from left to right. For each
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Figure 6. Loading times for different strategies. Y-axis in log scale. The size of the dataset doubles from left to right.
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Figure 7. Zoom in the cost reductions achieved in the GC
application.

dataset, we varied the number of machines performing the
loading phase between 2 and 16 machines. Also, for each
dataset, we used a single machine type that was the smallest machine type able to load the target dataset with the
desired number of machines. In detail, for the Orkut and
RMAT-24 dataset we used r4.xlarge machines, for the RMAT25 and RMAT-26 datasets we used r4.2xlarge machines and
r4.4xlarge machines for the Twitter dataset.
From the obtained results, we can draw several conclusions. First, the loading time of the Stream Loader increases
with the dataset size, as expected. The Hash Loader performs worse for a small number of machines, due to network
bottlenecks. The Micro Loader is on average, across all configurations, 11.34×, 10.5×, 22.2×, 19.7× and 79.6× faster than
the Single Loader approach in the Orkut, RMAT-24, RMAT25, RMAT-26 and Twitter datasets, respectively, and 4.98×,
3.39×, 15.5×, 21.1× and 64.8× faster than the Hash Loader
in the same datasets.
8.3.2 Hourglass Gains in Long Jobs
Long duration jobs (e.g. GC) are more susceptible to suffer
evictions or price fluctuations that may require reconfigurations. In these scenarios, both the fast reload mechanism, its
clustering policy, and the slack-aware provisioning approach

are important to outperform the cost reductions achieved by
previous provisioners.
To get an insight on the relative importance of each mechanism, we now look in detail at the performance of the GC
application. For this application, METIS is the partitioning
approach that yields the best results with Hourglass. The
cost savings achieved by Hourglass result from both the
micro-partitioning and the slack-aware provisioning strategy. To illustrate this, we show in Figure 7 the performance
of Hourglass with and without micro-partitioning and also
the effect of micro-partitioning on SpotOn (that does not use
the slack-aware scheduler). Note that SlackAware+µMETIS
combines both components and corresponds to the values
previously presented in Figure 5.
The results show that the micro-partitioner is always useful, independently of the slack used. The difference between
the cost reductions achieved by the slack-aware approach
with and without micro-partitioning is on average of 23%.
This is mainly due to the smaller offline costs incurred by
the micro-partitioning approach, which requires running
METIS only once, while the default strategy requires running METIS for the multiple configurations. As expected, our
slack-aware approach performs significantly better than SpotOn+DP for smaller slack sizes, where the bad provisioning
decisions have a greater impact. Namely, in this experiment,
with just 10% slack time, the slack-aware approach already
achieves significant cost reductions while SpotOn+DP offers
no improvements.
8.3.3

Effects of Fast Reload in Partition Quality

We now analyze how the micro-partition clustering policy impacts partition quality. Partition quality is given by
the percentage of edges cut between all the partitions created [37, 41], which can be used to estimate the percentage of
communication that will be done across different machines.
Figure 8 shows how our micro-partitioning clustering
technique impacts the partition quality when clustering 64
micro-partitions into macro-partitions (from 2 to 32 partitions) of five different types of graph datasets. In the first
experiment (top row of plots) we use METIS to generate the
initial micro-partitions and, in the second, we use FENNEL
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Figure 8. Partition quality analysis.
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Figure 9. Comparison of decision time and estimation error
of the Hourglass provisioning strategy against the optimal
cost estimator. Optimal did not finish for slacks larger than
60% for the PageRank application and for any slack size in
the GC application.

(configured with the same parameters as in [41]). We set both
partitioners to balance the total number of edges assigned to
the different partitions, similar to [30]. In each experiment,
we compare the quality of the partitions obtained with our
micro-clustering (M-Micro or F-Micro) against the quality
obtained when using the base algorithm (METIS or FENNEL).
For comparison, we also plot the partition quality obtained
when assigning vertices randomly to partitions (Random),
given by 1 − 1/n. With METIS, the partition quality obtained
by our clustering policy has, on average across all the number of partitions from 2 to 32, only more 1.68%, 2.16%, 2.94%,
4.43% and 4.97% of edges cut than the baseline approach
in the Orkut, Human-Gene, Wiki, Hollywood and Twitter
datasets, respectively. With F-Micro, the number of edges
cut in our micro-partitioning approach increases, on average,
4.65%, 4.18%, 5.7%, 7.66% and 6.02% for the same datasets

as before. The practical effects of the quality degradation
were measured empirically for the Twitter dataset across all
the applications used in §8.2. The observed impact in the
application running time by using our micro-partitioning
approach rather than the baseline partitioner were mostly
negligible (at most 2 − 3% degradation) and often inside the
natural fluctuations in the execution time observed when
running the same experiment in the same exact conditions.

8.3.4

Accuracy of the EC approximation

The Hourglass provisioner requires the computation of the
expected cost (EC) of a configuration. This is computed using
the approximation introduced in §5.3, given that the precise
formulation presented in §5.2 (which requires computing
the integral) does not scale for realistic problem sizes. Here
we show that solving the integral is, in fact, not scalable but
that Hourglass approximates EC efficiently and without
significant loss of accuracy.
Figure 9 shows the time necessary to reach a provisioning
decision (depicted in log-scale on the y-axis) as a function
of the slack. Note that the higher the slack, the largest the
search space. The figure shows the time it takes to derive
the provisioning strategy when EC is computed using the
optimal formulation, and the approximation detailed in §5.3.
Both lines computed EC using a discretization of time based
on one second intervals, as this is the minimum time unit in
which we observed price changes in the price traces,[44]. The
figure also plots the approximation distance from optimum
ˆ H −cost
ˆ O|
(DFO), which is calculated as |costcost
∗ 100.
ˆO
The obtained results clearly show that computing EC by
solving the integral is only able to provide a provisioning decision in reasonable time for the SSSP (all slack times tested)
and the PageRank application (until a slack time of 40%). For
slacks larger than 60% in the PageRank application, and for
the GC application (all slacks), we are unable to get a single provisioning decision under one hour when computing
the integral. However, when using the EC approximation
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described in §5.3, it is possible to derive a provisioning decision in just a few milliseconds, for all the applications tested
and all slack percentages. Interestingly, these improvements
are achieved without a significant loss of accuracy: for the
settings where we were able to reach an optimal solution,
the average error of all the approximations is only 3%, on
average.

9

Model Evolution and Future Work

We now discuss some of the extensions that we would like
to address in the future.
First, some providers issue a warning before resources
are evicted. Such warning event can be incorporated in our
model, by considering that some progress is still possible
even when there are evictions. Namely, in the current model,
when computing cost fTail (c, t, w) in a recursive manner, it is
assumed that no progress is made if the eviction happens
before the checkpoint (see §5.2). The model can be extended
to account for the amount of work that has been performed
before the eviction, in the case the warning is given early
enough to allow a successful checkpoint [38]. This would improve Hourglass results by decreasing the work lost when
evictions happen and by reducing the number of situations
where Hourglass is forced to fall back to the last-resort configuration prematurely due to the conservative assumption
that all work may be lost.
More interestingly, we would like to experiment with our
slack-aware provisioning strategy on a wider range of applications. Note that our formulation of the provisioning
strategy is quite general, and it has a number of parameters
(such as the loading time, etc) that can be adjusted for different applications. The key assumption is that the application
has some recovery mechanism, which prevents all work from
being lost when an eviction occurs. In this paper, we have
assumed that this mechanism is based on checkpointing and
that all work after the last checkpoint is lost upon an eviction. In the previous paragraph, we have already discussed
how to adjust the model to have a more accurate estimate of
the work that can be lost in case of eviction for other cases
(such as an eviction warning). A similar approach can be
used to encompass other recovery mechanisms. Also, in the
current paper, we assume that the provisioner is only called
when there is a checkpoint or an eviction. However, nothing
prevents the provisioning process from executing in other
stages of the execution, when a relevant event occurs. For
example, applications that execute in multiple phases, and
where each phase requires a different amount of resources
or impacts the computational progress differently in case of
failure, may require the provisioner to be executed at the
end of each phase.
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Conclusions

We have presented Hourglass, the first resource provisioning engine that, by relying on transient resources, achieves
significant savings in the deployment of time-constrained
graph processing jobs in the cloud. Hourglass combines
two novel techniques. First, a novel slack-aware provisioning strategy that permits it to achieve cost reductions on par
with the state-of-the-art. Unlike previous work, our strategy considers the temporal slack available to select safer or
riskier provisioning strategies such that termination deadlines are met. Second, a fast reload mechanism that optimizes
the graph loading phase of existing graph processing systems. This mechanism is key to reduce the time necessary
to recover from evictions. Our evaluation has shown that,
when the two techniques are combined together, Hourglass
is able to reduce the operating costs in the order of 60%–70%
while guaranteeing that deadlines are met.
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